Full Stack Developer - Seattle, WA

(206) 434-0461
scrosehart@gmail.com
www.scottrosehart.com
Linkedin: /scottrosehart
GitHub: /ScoRoc

SUMMARY

Education

Outside-of-the-box thinker with a drive and passion for building intuitive and
customer engaging apps. Organization and communication skills cement strong
leadership abilities. Loves being part of a team who works together to accomplish
great things. Has an immense thirst for knowledge and enjoys sharing it with the
team and others. Strong in JavaScript, React, React Native, CSS, and SASS.

General Assembly

Scott Rosehart

Skills
Languages
Frameworks
Libraries
Databases

Other



 JavaScript, Python, SQL, HTML, CSS, SASS
Express, Node, Django, Vue
 React, React Native, Redux, jQuery, Materialize, Bootstrap
PostgreSQL, Sequelize, MongoDB, Mongoose
AJAX, Axios, Git, Heroku, RESTful Web Services, HTML Canvas, CSS Grid

Project Highlights
My Golf Tracker - React Native App
October 2018

A golf app that tracks your rounds and generates your handicap index as well as a course
handicap per teebox. The frontend was built using React Native and hits the backend api
that was built with Node/Express. Navigation and swiping were custom built rather than
using libraries. Makes use of Promises and AsyncStorage for persistent login.

rand-num-gen - NPM module
September 2018

Created an npm module that generates a random number and has options for returning an

Web Development Immersive
2018
480+ hour, project-focused web
development bootcamp. Learned two
coding languages and multiple
frameworks, libraries, databases, and
other web development principles.

University of Florida
B.A. - French
2009
Non-Technical Roles
Application Solution Consultant
AT&T
2014-2017
Consulted businesses about their
technical needs.

Virtual Cloud Specialist
AT&T
2012-2014

integer vs a float, the length of the decimal, and allows skipping numbers.

Managed cloud sales funnel
for the Western Region.

Visio Infographic - Indigo Slate (for Microsoft)

Retail Sales Consultant

August 2018

AT&T

Responsible for delivering the entire infographic, including logic, style, responsiveness, and

2010-2012

animations. Followed design to ensure pixel perfect site as well as added extra features and

Worked with customers to suggest
best phone and work through phone
issues.

animations to make site lively, including custom accordion and sticky side button.

Sticky Board
July 2018

A React and Node/Express app, Sticky Board is a place to write down quick notes and move
them around on your own personal sticky board. Using React Draggable to drag around
components, Sticky Board saves the position of your Stickies using MongoDB with
Mongoose..

Other Activities
Musician/producer (guitar, drums,
keys, saxophone, Logic Pro X),
Crossfit athlete and coach,
snowboarder

Technical Experience
Indigo Slate, Bellevue, WA
August 2018

As a contracted front end developer, this role entailed building multiple front end sites for Microsoft, an Indigo Slate client. In
addition to developing, this involved brainstorming meetings about what animations could be added and how best to meet
the client’s wants while staying within the deadline. As lead developer on these projects, responsibilities included time
management amongst developers and designers to keep away scope creep, fully meeting design specs, ensuring full
responsiveness, addressing all of the customer’s needs, and overall making the project pixel perfect.

